One Great Book: Volume IV, Episode 2
This Is Where You Belong by Melody Warnick

[UPBEAT INTRO MUSIC]

Hey readers, I’m Anne Bogel, and you’re listening to One Great Book, the short-form podcast from the team behind What Should I Read Next?, where each week I pull one stand-out selection off my personal bookshelves and tell you all about it in ten minutes or less.

[MUSIC]

Readers, sometimes I read a book and think, my life would be better if I could memorize every word in this thing, if every idea I just read could sink into my brain and permeate my worldview. I want to remember all the new ideas I read, and the action items to try for myself, and the interesting data points. I most often feel this way about the books that in addition to being enjoyable to read, are relevant to my everyday life—they tend to be about managing my relationships, or managing myself, and finding my place in the world.

Today’s book covers all three. I first read Melody Warnick’s This Is Where You Belong: The Art and Science of Loving the Place You Live, when it first came out in hardcover in 2016. Longtime Modern Mrs Darcy readers know that I have a weird fascination with urban planning and, by extension, anything having to do with people and cities and place. That may have been my way in but the book has proved to be one that countless Americans have read, and enjoyed, and have even wished, as I have, that they could download it into their own brains. Here in the United States, where I am, we are among the world’s most mobile people. 12 percent of us move every year, in what Warnick calls “a national game of musical chairs with 36 million
players.” But this issue of transience is not uniquely American: I was surprised to find that New Zealanders move a little more than we do; Norwegians and Finns move just a little less.

In this season of *One Great Book*, we’re focusing on cozy reads that are perfect for cuddling up with for a few hours with a cup of tea, as well as books that would make excellent gifts for the people in your life. The odds are pretty good that you have someone on your gift list who is in a state of physical transition—someone who’s moving from one place to another, or has a move on the horizon, or who doesn’t yet feel settled in their community. You may think this is blasphemy, but dare I say you don’t even *have* to be a reader to appreciate *This Is Where You Belong*: that’s because while many will pick this up for pure enjoyment as I did, others will turn to its pages because they NEED it. Thankfully, both sets of readers will be satisfied with this One. Great. Book.

***

One Great Book is brought to you by [Page 1 Books](http://www.page1books.com), the book subscription company that brings hand-selected books straight to your mailbox. You know I love Page 1 because I’ve turned them to create custom book boxes for my Modern Mrs. Darcy book club. And I know you love page 1 because they keep selling out of them.

*Now is the time to share Page 1 with the readers in your life by giving them a literary themed box. Take your pick of the “What the Dickens” bundle, “Auntie Jane” bundle or “The Bard Box.” Each comes with a beautiful clothbound edition from your favorite author, and lovely themed treats like tea, chocolate, candles, or a handmade ornament. Readers, I would be thrilled to find one of these boxes under MY tree, and they’re sure to surprise and delight YOUR favorite book lover.*

*These boxes are thoughtfully sourced and beautifully wrapped to delight the reader in your life. And a Page 1 box makes you stand out as a thoughtful gift giver.*

© 2019 Modern Mrs. Darcy
Go to page1books.com to check out all of the bundles and choose the one that’s right for the reader in your life. Don’t overthink it, order now, it will feel so good to get that shopping done and cross a few recipients off your list all while supporting a small business. Go to page the number 1 books.com to give the gift of bookish delight and a wonderful reading experience. Page1books.com.

***

The subtitle of the paperback edition of *This Is Where You Belong* is “finding home wherever you are,” which captures the idea that whether you choose the place you live, or have it chosen for you, you have to choose to love it. But I’m partial to the original hardcover subtitle: “the art and science of loving the place you live” because it says so much about how the story here is told: Warnick draws on a great deal of research about mobility, happiness, demographics, and place attachment to guide her readers in what works and what doesn’t when it comes to finding geographical and community contentment, but the book doesn’t have that textbook feel. It unfolds like a conversation with a friend who’s telling you about the stress of her recent move, the perks and challenges of her new community, the actions she’s experimenting with in an attempt to feel more settled.

These topics are clearly personal to Warnick, who begins telling her story in the midst of her own move, from Austin, Texas to Blacksburg, Virginia, the most recent move in a litany of transplants her family endured over a twelve-year period. When they moved to Austin, they had hoped it would be the perfect city for them, just like they’d always hoped the next city they moved to would be the perfect one, but, just like any city, it was not without its problems. When it came time to pack up for yet another move—this time to Blacksburg, because of a job—Warnick finally came to see she’d been doing it wrong. All this time, she thought she was searching for the perfect place to live, but maybe she had more control over the issue than she’d imagined.

When she moved to Virginia, she decided that she had to figure out how to be happy HERE.
So can you just choose to be happy, wherever you are? Well, yes and no. Just like people, places have their own personalities, and any given city will naturally suit some people more than others. But it’s also true that the perfect city for you isn’t “out there somewhere”—in a very real sense, you have to create it. That brings us back to “place attachment,” a concept that captures the emotional connection people have to where they live. How much do you care about where you physically are in the world? This attachment doesn’t just happen; it happens because of what we do—whether we do those things with great intention or without even realizing we’re engaging in practices that strengthen our bond with our places.

Warnick’s goal here is to give her readers the tools to be intentional about engaging with the places they live, and deepening their connection—their attachment—to them. In the book, she walks readers through her own series of mini-experiments she did in her attempts to cultivate a passion for her new community, things like walk more and buy local, get to know her neighbors and do fun stuff (that really is a line item), explore nearby nature and stay loyal through hard times.

As she began to settle into her new community, she found her initial suspicion to be confirmed, over and over: people who love their communities don’t necessarily live in great places—they might, or they might not—they’re also extremely proactive about the ways they engage in their communities. This is good news for anyone on the move, or who wishes to bloom where they’re planted, and deepen connections where they already are.

It’s funny, the title of this book, *This Is Where You Belong*, is strikingly similar to a novel I told you about in volume 1 of One Great Book: Maggie O’Farrell’s *This Must Be the Place*. The novel is about finding your people, and today’s book is about finding your place—or rather, about making the place you’ve found your own. If you’re looking for an unexpected but very interesting book flight, take note of that pairing.
I can’t help but notice that we’re also perched near the end of the year right now, and *This Is Where You Belong* has “New Year’s resolutions” written all over it.

In short, if you’re looking for a book—whether that’s for yourself, or for someone on your gift list—that’s not only fun to read, but also practical, actionable, and bound to make a difference in your everyday life, *This Is Where You Belong* may be the next great book you’re looking for.

Music

Readers, visit modernmrsdarcy.com/onegreatbook that’s O-N-E spelled out one great book to learn more about *This Is Where You Belong* and also *This Must Be the Place*. While you’re there, sign up for our newsletter, so you stay up to date on all the podcast news and happenings, and are the first to know about upcoming events. That’s modern mrs darcy dot com slash one O-N-E one great book.

Thanks again to our sponsor Page 1 Books, the book box company that delivers a box of bookish delight to your gift recipients this season. Check out their literary book bundles at page the number 1 books dot com.

Readers, if you’re enjoying this podcast you’ll love the bonus episodes I do for our Patreon supporters. Each week when I record an episode of One Great Book I also record an episode I have a book I loved it hasn’t yet been released. You can use that early review to add it to your TBR order request from your library before it even hits the library shelves. Supporters of the show also get bonus episodes of my longform podcast *What Should I Read Next?* as well as invitations to our Ask anne anything live streams. Find out about all these perks and more at patreon.com/whatshouldireadnext.

I’d love to hear what you think about *This Is Where You Belong* on Twitter or Instagram @AnneBogel that’s Anne with an E, B as in books, O-G-E-L. You can also find me on Instagram @WhatShouldIReadNext.
Thanks to Kellen Pechacek for his sound design on today’s episode.

Readers, that’s it for this episode, thanks so much for listening.

And as Rainer Maria Rilke said, “ah, how good it is to be among people who are reading.”

Happy reading, everyone.